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Abstract: The problem of determining the optimal values of extrapolated iterative schemes, as they apply to the 
solution of large-scale least-squares problems, is addressed here. Based on algebraic and geometric eigenvalue 
properties of the Accelerated Gauss-Seidel (AGS), we devise a simple algorithmic procedure, which successfully yields 
the optimal values of the Extrapolated AGS (EAGS). Comparisons with the optimal SOR scheme reveal that the two 
optimal schemes strongly compete. Numerical examples are used to demonstrate our results. 
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1. Introduction 
In recent years, least-squares problems of ever increasing size have arisen with ever increasing 
frequency. They are integral parts of significant scientific research programs such as Geodetic 
Surveying, Earthquake studies, Molecular Structures, Tomography, PDE computation (cf. [1,2] 
for more details and references). 
Storage requirements, preservation of sparsity and the manner of accessing data from auxiliary 
storage are greatly affecting the choice of numerical methods for solving such problems. Thus, 
iterative methods appear to be a useful and attractive alternative to the already existing direct 
methods. 
The recent [3-51 convergence results on the classical SOR [6,7] method and the establishment 
[8] of faster (than SOR) extrapolated iterative schemes for classes of nonsymmetric problems, 
sparked considerable interest in initiating an investigation for their convergence, as it pertains to 
the solutions of large least-squares problems. 
Working towards this direction, we derived [1,9] explicit expressions for the optimal extrapola- 
tion factor of the 3-block EAGS method, as it pertains to particular classes of least-squares 
problems. For these cases, it became apparent that the optimized EAGS converges always faster 
than the 3-block SOR, while strongly competes with the 2-block SOR method. 
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The main purpose of the present work is to determine the optimal values of the EAGS 
iterative method, as it pertains to the whole class of least-squares problems. The results here 
complete and further extend our work in [l]. 
2. Formulation of the problem and relevant results 
Consider the linear overdetermined system 
a;;&, (2.1) 
where 2 E IL!“*” (m >, n), with full column rank n, B E IR” and 6 E R”. The least-squares 
solution to (2.1) is the unique vector y E R” which satisfies 
II~-A;,II,=min,,.,II~-A~ll,, 
or, equivalently, the set of normal equations 
ArrTAi, = A”T6, 
which, for our purposes, is written as 
( 
A;i+i=i, 
L=; = 0, 
where ,?E R” is the residual vector. 
Assuming now that the matrix a is assembled into the form 
(2.2) 
) A, E R n~n is nonsingular 
and considering the conformal partition of the vectors i and 6 




be written as (cf. [lo]) 
0 I 
I 0 





Block iterative methods can be now conveniently applied to the solution of the system (2.5) and, 
due to the cyclic structure of the matrix A in (2.6), their convergence properties can be rigorously 
investigated. 
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Splittings and Jacobi’s eigenvalues 




8]. &f i -f-l]. 
(2.10) 
The associated, with the above 2 and 3-block splittings of the matrix A, block Jacobi iteration 
matrices B2 and B3 are defined by 
B,AI-D,‘A=L,+U,, k=2,3 (2.11) 
and they are consistently ordered weak@ cyclic (cf. [11,12]) f d’ o m Ices 2 and 3 respectively, so that 
A is a consistently ordered k-cyclic (k = 2, 3) matrix. 
Based now on the weakly cyclic nature of the Jacobi iteration matrices we observe that 
i 
B,‘= diag(O, CT, C), 
B,’ = diag( A;‘CA,, CT, C), 
(2.12) 
where CL -(A2A;‘)T(A2A1w’), whence we obtain that both B: and B: are similar to the 
negative semi-definite matrix C. Therefore, if Pk 1 k = 2, 3 is any eigenvalue of B, 1 k = 2, 3 then 
/3,” is nonpositive, that is 
P,“= -&, pk 2 O, k = 2, 3, (2.13) 
lying in the interval 
I(k) & -ii”,, 0 
I 17 (2.14) 
where jIik denotes the spectral radius of B,, i.e. 
Ek+(Bk)= )IAZA1-lIj;‘k, k=2,3. (2.15) 
Block SOR methods 
The simple splittings of the matrix A in (2.8) induce the k-block (k = 2, 3) SOR methods, 
defined by 
i 
k = 2, 3, 
(2.16) 
cck)= w(l- uL,)-‘Dk’b, w 
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where w # 0 is the SOR rehzxation parameter. Their convergence properties have been com- 
pletely and correctly analyzed in [3] and [4] respectively. In particular, in [4], it is shown: 
Theorem 2.1. Consider the 2-block SOR method (2.16) applied to the system (2.5), and define 
& L 11 A,A,’ 11 I. Th en the 2-block SOR method converges for all w in the interval 
0 < w < 2/(1+ #iI*). 
Furthermore, the optimum SOR relaxation parameter wb2’ = w( jIi2) is given by 
(2) = 2 
wb 
1+/TTg 
and the spectral radius of the resulting iteration matrix LZ$ is given by 





Contrary to the optimal 3-block SOR, the optimal 2-block SOR satisfies 
p(-Y$dj < 1 for all FL2 = ]I A,A[l ]I 2, (2.19) 
namely, the optimal 2-block SOR converges unconditionally. Furthermore, by direct comparison 
of the spectral radii, it is shown [4] that the optimal 2-block SOR converges asymptotically faster 
than the optimal 3-block SOR. It is thus apparent that, between the 2 and 3-block SOR methods, 
the 2-block SOR dominates. 
Extrapolation via the AOR method 
It would be desirable if one could accelerate the rate of convergence of the 2-block SOR 
method. Polynomial acceleration, especially in the simple form of extrapolation, is explicitly 
available. Extrapolation of the SOR method can be conveniently (for our purposes) defined via 
the Accelerated Overrelaxation (AOR [13,14]) method. In particular, with the (associated to the 
(2.8) splittings of the matrix A) block AOR method being defined [14] by 
x(l+i) =q($,U) + c;W, 
I, 
i=O, l,..., k=2, 3, 
~~~‘=(l_rL,)-‘[11-o)l+(w-r)L,+wU,], (2.20) 
cck)= o(I-- rL,)-lD,‘b, r,w 
where r and w # 0 are referred to as acceleration and overrelaxation parameters, there holds 
Z(k) = (1 - e)I + Lq:‘.ko’ r,w 
=(l--~)l+&;~), k=2,3, (2.21) 
where c A w/r, r # 0 and Zti w ck)~22~) is the block SOR iteration matrix of (2.16). 
However, based on known [15-171 results from the AOR theory, it is shown [1,9] that the 
optimal rates of convergence of the 2-block SOR and AOR methods coincide. Hence, it became 
clear that, for the 2-block case, extrapolation cannot accelerate the rate of convergence of the 
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SOR method. Therefore, the case of interest reduces only to the 3-block formulation of the 
problem, hoping that in this case extrapolation may result to schemes which are faster than the 
2-block SOR. 
Our analysis on determining optimal extrapolation schemes is based on an equivalent 
formulation [16,17] of the relation (2.18), that is 
2rr3,’ = (1 - w)1+ wz;;’ 
= (1 - w)l+ ClJz(3) (2.22) 
where FC3) = Pr’:’ is the iteration matrix of the 3-block AGS [18] method. The problem to be 
confrontred in subsequent sections is to investigate the convergence properties of the 3-block 
AOR method, in its (2.19) formulation, when Y is fixed to rt, (3), the optimal relaxation factor of 
the 3-block AGS method. In this case the AOR reduces to EAGS. 
The choice of r being fixed to the above value is based on experimental and theoretical (also 
for different classes of symmetric and nonsymmetric problems [16,17,8]) evidence justifying the 
fact that this choice results in, if not optimal, certainly a “good” value for the parameter r. 
Optimal 3-block AGS 
The optimal value (3) rb of the relaxation factor for the 3-block AGS has been explicitly 
determined in [1,9]. In particular, it is shown [1,9] that: 
Theorem 2.2. The 3-block AGS method applied to the matrix equation (2.5), converges for all r 
satisfying 
i 
(Ft’* - 1)/2ji33/* < r < (p:‘* + 1)/2p3/* if 0dc3<l, 
1 - (l/p;) < r < ( p3/* + l)/2p3/* if 1 < F3 < 41/3 
(2.23) 
and diverges for all other values of r. The optimal acceleration factor ri3) is the unique positive root 
of 
4ji:r3 + 27r - 27 = 0 (2.24) 
namely 
with 
$ < rj3’ ~1 forall O<E3<3. 
The corresponding optimal spectral radius is given by 
p(L+Q?) = 3(1 - r,“‘)/r~“, 
and 
(2.27) 
p(.?$-?)<l foral10<ji3<41’3. (2.28) 
b (2.25) 
(2.26) 
For all the above F3 A p( B3) = 11 A, A,’ 1j:‘3. 
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3. Extrapolation of the optimal 3-block AGS 
Our main concern in this section is the determination of the optimal extrapolation factor wi3) 
of the 3-block EAGS scheme, with iteration matrix Z7$ defined by 
i 
2y’3 = (1 - 0)1+ UK@), 
~“‘-Z;:)= (I-?&-‘[(1 - r)L, + u,], 
(3-I) 
when the acceleration parameter Y is fixed to the value (3) r, of (2.25). Therefore we assume, 
throughout this section, that 
r = rb3)_ (3.2) 
We begin by first exploiting certain algebraic and geometric properties the eigenvalues r of z(3) 
satisfy. 
If p3 is any eigenvalue of the block Jacobi iteration matrix B, of (2.11), it is known [1,19] that 
the eigenvalues 7 of q(3) of (3.1) satisfy the functional equation 
73 = (1 - r + r7)‘p: 
= -(l -r+r7)*p:, ~3320. (3.3) 
The roots ri = 7i(p3; r), 72 = T~(P~; r), 73 = ~~(11~; r) of (3.3) satisfy: 
(i) 7, = r2 = r3 = 0 when ~“3 = 0 
(ii) ri, 72 are complex conjugates (i.e. pi = Y2) and r3 E [w when 0 < ~33 < c: A ]I A,Ai- 11; and 
(iii) 7, = r2 = ? and r3 = a? when ~33 = & where 
?A -p(~‘3’)=- r 30 -r> <o . (3.4) 
In geometrical terms, the complex roots pi, r2 of (3.3) are lying on the circumference of the 
limacon C, (Fig. 1) while the real root r3 is lying in the interval [a?, 01. 
Their algebraic properties are summarized by means of the following Lemma: 
Lemma 3.1. Let 7C = ~~(p~; r) and rR E Q-~(P~; r) denote respectively the complex and reul roots oj 
the functional equation (3.3) and let r satisfy (3.2), that is r E rh’). Then, there holds: 
(a) ) rc ) is an increasing function of p3 and such that 
O< 1~~1 ,<?A -3(1 -r)/r. 
(b) Re( T,), the reul part of T,, satisfies 
(i) R~(T~) is an increasing function of p3, when 0 < p.33 < p33/81, 
(ii) Re(Tc) is a decreasing function of pL3, when p.33 > F$‘Sl, 
(iii) maxPi{ Re( T,)} = (1 - r)/8r is obtuined at ~‘3 = p$‘Sl, 
(iv) Re( T,) >, 0, when 0 < ~33 < 2jii/27, 
(v) Re( 7,) < 0, when p3 > 2~:/27. 
(c) rR is a decreasing function of p3 and such that 
-3(1 -r)/4r- $?<:R<O. 
Proof. The proof of all the above can be found in [1,9]. 0 




Let now X be an eigenvalue of the block iteration matrix 9:: of the 3-block EAGS. Then, 
relation (3.1) implies that 
x=1-o+wr (3.5) 
where r is an eigenvalue of qC3) of (3.1). Thus, if x denotes the eigenvalue of Tr(z which 
corresponds to the eigenvalue Y (of multiplicity two) of qC3), that is 
x=1-w+w?, (3.6) 
where ? < 0 is as defined in (3.4) then 
(i) when w < 0, x > 1, 
(ii) when w> 1, 1x1 z (71. 
It is thus apparent that extrapolation may accelerate the rate of convergence of the 3-block AGS 
only if w E (0, l), or, equivalently, 
p(9>3w)) < p(zC3’) only if 0 <w < 1. (3.7) 
Moreover, if rr,,, denotes the maximal-rightmost eigenvalue of J, r(3), lying in the first quadrant of 
the complex plane, that is, 
7 .,=Re(r,,)+iIm(r,,), i2= -1, 
Re(T,,) = max,{Re(T)} z 0, Im(r.,) > 0 
]T,~( =max,{ Irk]: Re(T/,)=max.{Re(r)}} 
(3.8) 
then it is well known (cf. [20, p. 75-781) that, for conuergent extrapolated schemes, it is necessav 
Re(r,,) -C 1. (3.9) 
A sufficient condition for this is 
/-,3) > 4 e jY&; = 1) &I-’ 11,’ -=C 4373, 
which may be obtained by making use of Lemma 3.l(b)(iii) and relation (2.24). 
(3.10) 
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Recalling now Lemma 3.1 and relations (3.8), observe that 
(i) )1-ti++w7,,12- )l-ti++rl* 
=w{2(1--w)[Re(7,,)-Re(r)] +o( 1rrm12- 1~1~)) 20 forall w~(O,l), 
and for all eigenvalues r of K(3) such that 1 T I G 1 7rm 1, and 
(ii) for any real eigenvahte rR of K(3) there holds 
(l-w+~7~)E[1-~+0?,1-tiW] forallwE(O,l). 
Therefore, by making also use of the fact that the limacon C, of Fig. 1 is symmetric with respect 
to the Re-axis, it is evident that the only eigenvalues r of K(3), which may play a dominant role 
in determining the spectral radius of _S$z (for 0 < w < 1), are the ones lying on the cir- 
cumference of the limacon C, and satisfy 
i 
7 = Re(r) + i Im(T), i2 = -1, Im(T) 2 0, 
l&II G 171 G ITI. 
(3.11) 
Hence 3 if &‘(I) denotes the set of these eigenvalues then 
c!!?‘) G { T1, T2 ,...) T,} (3.12) 
where 
i 
I arm I = I 71 I < I 72 I < . * * < l7,l = l?l =p(zp), 
Re(ri) > Re(r2) > . . . > Re(7,) = ?. 
(3.13) 
Let now the sets 0, I k = I( - 1)2 be defined by 
fi,& {(J&J-~, ak.k-2 ,..., ok,,}, k=l, l-l,...,2 (3.14) 
where, for i > j, 
@e(T) - Re(d] 
o”iG (rl12- IT,I’+2[Re(l;)-Re(ri)] ’ 
(3.15) 
Assume now, temporarily, that an w’ E (0, 1) has been chosen and let v be the smulfest index 
such that 
&$7w)‘) = 11 - ~‘t0’7,) =max,.,.,{ II-ti’+0’7/1}. (3.16) 
Under these assumptions, we have that 
(l-Q’+w’7,12- Il-w’+w’l-J2>,0, j=l ,...,I (j#v) 
which is equivalent to 
wf 2 a,,, > j=l,._.,v-1, 
a1 < wj,,J j=v+l 1. ,.*-2 
Observe now that relation (3.18) yields 
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Im 
Fig. 2. 
Thus, if there exists w”, 0 < w” < w’, such that 
P( =%>S) < P(=%>Z,) 
then 
P(_!$~,,)=maxlGi,V{ )l-~“+w”7~~}. (3.20) 
Hence, the eigenvalues 3 ( j = Y + 1,. . . , I of Yc3) do not anymore contribute to the determina- 
tion of the spectral radius of the L$$ and, th:refore, they can be ignored. 
Keeping all these observations in mind, notice that the easiest and ideal situation for the 
determination of the optimal extrapolation factor ob is characterized by the existence of a unique 
index {, 1 < 2 < I, such that 
p(y7~;lj)=~l-w+wr,( forallwE(O,l). 
In such case the optimal extrapolation factor is given by 
where Lij is defined by 
(3.21) 
G;‘(1-Re(~))/11-~12, j=l,...,f 
and is such that OA I AP (see Fig. 2). 
Notice that 
(3.22) 
l-G~+GjRe(~)>O forall j=l,...,,. (3.23) 
Consequently the problem is to detect if such an ideal case occurs or, if it doesn’t occur, to 
find an w as close as possible to G,, for some well-chosen j. At this point we would like to 
remark that algorithmic procedures, utilizing the optimum capturing circle argument, for the 
determination of the optimal extrapolation factor, have been recently (cf. [21-241) proposed. 
Following however a detour and using the properties of the eigenvalues 5 1 j = 1,. . . , I of qc3), 
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we will construct an algorithm, for the determination of wh, which treats the case of least-squares 
efficiently. For this, we first observe the following: 
(a) Recall the set fi, from (3.14) and let v be the smallest index such that 
Wl,V = max{ w,,j 11 <j < I}. (3.24) 
Evidently then 
P(=%$,.“) = 11 - W/.” + WI,“T/ I = 11 - WI,” + Wl,v% I. (3.25) 
Moreover, since wI 1 > W,, there holds w,,~ > G,, or equivalently 1 - w!,~ + WQ, < 0, whence 
p(Z>z)= ll-w+wr,l >p(P~~,,J forall w>w ,,“. (3.26) 
Hence w, y is the first candidate for the optimal extrapolation factor. 
(b) If 1 - W/,” + w, y Re( 7,) G 0 then, due to (3.23), it is apparent that we can find an w’ c w, y , 
such that 
P(=K%). < P($413?1.“). 
In such a case, since, by (3.16)-(3.19), there holds 
II-w+wr,I > (1-u++w~J(, j=v+l,..., I forallO<w<w,,,, (3.27) 
the eigenvalues 5 1 j = v + 1,. . . , I of xC3) will not any more contribute to the determination of 
the spectral radius of P:z. Therefore 71 and G?,, j = v + 1,. . . , I, can be ignored. One can now 
repeat (a) considering oniy the sets 0, I k = v( - 1)2. 
(c) Of course the steps (a) and (b) above can be repeated until an index K, 2 < K < 1, is 
encountered such that 
l-wKy+~K,YRe(rV)>O. (3.28) 
(d) Therefore, let K be the largest index such that (3.28) holds. If 
w I(.” > G,, (3.29) 
where G?, is as in (3.22), then, again, one can find an w’ < o,,, such that p( Pr(3w)‘) -C p( Sr$,). In 
such case, o, y and the eigenvalues IJ ( j = v + 1,. . _ , K can be ignored, and one has to consider 
the next available choice of w by considering the sets fik ) k = v( - 1)2, x > 3, and repeat the step 
(a) above. In case of o, y = wz,i (K = 2, v = 1) and under the assumption that (3.29) holds, it is 
evident that 
wtl =ijy=G,. 
If, however, (3.29) doesn’t hold, namely if 




11 - 0 + or&, I > 11 - UK,” + W,,,T, 1 for all 0 < w < w, y 
which implies that 
~($prrz) > p(S:zK,J for all w G w,,,. 
If, in addition to (3.31), there also holds 





then it is evident (see Fig. 3(a)) that 
w b = ok,,- 
Otherwise, that is if 
w < CZK 
then (see ,$I 3(b)) 
(3.35) 
(3.36) 
w b=(;j,. (3.37) 
We summarize now all the results above by means of the following algorithm for the 
determination of the optimal extrapolation factor wb and its corresponding spectral radius 
p(.9>1:). Recall that r satisfies (3.2). 
Algorithm 1 
Input: The set of eigenvalues 8’) = { ri, r2,. . . , r, }, defined in (3.22), and the index 1. 
Output: Oh, p(z;;;) 
(SO) near-optimal := false; found := false; { * flags * } 
K := I 
(Sl) while not near-optimal do 
(S1.a) for i = 1 to K - 1 do 
w,,~ := 2[Re( ri) - R+31/~ 17, I 2 - ITi I 2 + 2WW - ReWl) 
(S1.b) Find v such that w,,, = maxl,,.K_,(w,,,) 
(S1.c) if 1 - o,,, + w, y~y > 0 then near-optimal := true , 
else K := Y 
(S2) while not found do 
(S2.a) &i := [I - Re(r,)l/ll - 7, I 2 
(S2.b) if a,,, > 3, 
then if K = 2 then wb := L?,; found := true 
else K := v; 
for i = 1 to K - 1 do 
L+,~ := 2[Re( ri) - Re( r,)]/{ 1 T,, ) ’ - I q 1 2 + 2[Re( 7;) - Re( r,)]} 
Find v such that q, = maxi <, s K_-l( w,,,) 
else found := true; 
&:=[l - Re(r,)]/]l - rK12; 
if w, y >, S, then wb := w, y 
else wb := i3, 
(S3) if wb = wI then p(T;‘$ = 11 - ob + wbrV I
else p( P3) ) = 11 - ob + wbrK (. r, WI, 
Note: It is experimentally verified that the index v such that w, y = maxi ~, 4 K_1( a,,,) is given 
by v = K - 1, for all 2 4 K < 1. The adaptation of such fact to the’implementation of the above 
algorithm greatly affects its computational efficiency. 
Using now the above algorithm one may, analytically or experimentally, investigate the behavior 
of the optimized EAGS. We conclude this section with some remarks for the convergence of the 
optimal 3-block EAGS method. 






A . : 1 - 67. + G. 77 
I I I I 
j=K, v 
Ai : l-wl” +w Ti 
I #IV 
Fig. 3. 
It is first seen that, for any eigenvalue r of zC3) with Re( r) -C 1 and for all w E (0, l), the 
requirement 11 - o + WT 1 < 1 yields 
w<2[1-Re(r)]/ll-rl*. (3.38) 
Thus, using the expression of ;jj in (3.22), it is evident that, when wb is given by (3.30) or (3.37), 
the optimized EAGS converges unconditionally. If however, wh is given by (3.35) then, the 
condition (3.38) implies that the optimized EAGS converges if and only if 
(IrY12-I)[l-Re(r,)l <(l~J*-1)[-Re(d~. 
A sufficient condition for the validity of (3.39), derived after a modest 
manipulations, is 
4. Comparisons and numerical examples 
(3.39) 
amount of algebraic 
(3.40) 
To compare the optimal 3-block EAGS with the optimal 2-block SOR, it is first necessary to 
investigate the behavior of the spectral radius of the EAGS iteration matrix Zr(zh. For this, using 
Algorithm 1, we plotted the spectral radius of =%$3w), as a function of p”, = I( A,A,‘lI,’ (in fact as 
a function of r,‘“’ for scaling p u rp oses; see Fig. 4) for four different cases. In particular, if 
/?: = - ~33 < 0 is any eigenvalue of Bs (B, is the Jacobi iteration matrix, defined in (2.11), then 
the four cases are characterized by the following requirements: 
Case I. p; E [p’,/Sl, ji:]. In this case the real part of the eigenvalue r1 = rrm of qC3) takes its 
maximum value, that is Re( ri) = (1 - r)/8r, hence, by (3.10) the optimal EAGS converges only 
if rzri’)> 5. 
Case 2. ~33 E [&p;, r_L;]. In this case the eigenvalue r1 = T,_~ of YC3) lies on the axis of the r 
imaginary values (Re( rr) = 0, Im( rl) = ( 5 I /3 = (1 - T)/T). 
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Case 3. & = 0 or ~33 E [&(3 + m)j& F;]. In this case ri = rr,,, = 0 and r2 lies on the second 
quadrant of the complex plane with Im( r2) = max{ Im( 7))) for any eigenvalue r of z(3). 
Case 4. & = 0 or p.33 = & In this case the set &(‘) of (3.12) consists only of the two 
eigenvalues ri = 0 and r, = r2 = ? = - 3(1 - r)/r. We remark that this case has been analytically 
treated in [l]. 
By inspection now of Fig. 4 one may observe that: 
(i) Case 1 yields the slowest rate of convergence of the optimal EAGS, hence may be 
characterized as the worst case. Moreover, p( P~~~)J < 1 if and only if r = rd3’ > 4. 
(ii) Cases 2 and 3 may be characterized as average cases. The optimal EAGS converges 
unconditionally in both cases, with a faster rate in Case 3. 
(iii) Case 4 yields the fastest rate of unconditional convergence of the optimal EAGS, hence 
may be characterized as the best case. 
The comparison of the 3-block optimal EAGS with the optimal 2-block SOR is made 
computationally, by direct comparison of the spectral radii, and the results are graphically 
illustrated in Fig. 5. 
Inspecting Fig. 5, it is clear that the optimal 2-block SOR is asymptotically faster than the 
optimal 3-block EAGS, in Cases 1 and 2. In Case 3 the two schemes strongly compete, while in 
Case 4 the optimal 3-block EAGS is asymptotically faster than the optimal 2-block SOR. 






Generally speaking, one may say that the optimal 2-block SOR behaves as a good aueruge case 
of the optimal 3-block EAGS. When, however, the requirements in Case IV are satisfied, the 
improvement, as it pertains the asymptotic rates of convergence, is significant. It is exactly this 
point we would like to further demonstrate with the help of the following simple numerical 
example (cf. [1,25]). 
Recalling the overdetermining system _&? z 6 from (2.1), we consider the case of 
A, E lR’“-‘o nonsingular 
where 
A, := 1 2 1 -1 2 - -1 . . ._ 2’ -1 2 -1 
Y. G. 
Table 1 
a lIA,K’Ilz Optimal 2-block SOR Optimal 3-block EAGS 
R’3’ 
m Ratio 
w’b2’ P(dp,(2)) cc R (2) (3) ‘b wb d-q?, 
s 
1 396.11 0.005036 0.9950 0.005049 0.03463 0.02336 0.9766 0.02363 4.681 
2 198.06 0.01005 0.9900 0.01010 0.05459 0.03707 0.9629 0.03777 3.741 
4 99.03 0.01999 0.9800 0.02020 0.08570 0.05881 0.9412 0.06061 3.001 
8 49.51 0.03959 0.9604 0.04039 0.1336 0.09323 0.9068 0.09786 2.423 
16 24.76 0.07759 0.9224 0.08076 0.02060 0.1475 0.8525 0.1596 1.976 
32 12.38 0.1490 0.8510 0.1614 0.3118 0.2320 0.7680 0.2639 1.635 
64 6.19 0.2751 0.7249 0.3218 0.4573 0.3597 0.6403 0.4458 1.386 
128 3.09 0.4703 0.5297 0.6355 0.6356 0.5377 0.4623 0.7715 0.214 
256 1.55 0.7036 0.2964 1.216 0.8109 0.7408 0.2592 0.1350 1.110 
and 
A,:= i[-1 -11 -1 l-l l-l 1 -11. 
Since B:, where B, is the block Jacobi matrix of (2.11), is similar to the semi-negative matrix 
C = -(A,A,‘)T(A2A;1), and as 




it is evident that the requirements of Case 4 are satisfied, with $33 = 1) A2AIP’ 11,’ = 156905/cy2. 
The optimal values obtained, by varying the real parameter (Y, are summarized in Table 1. The 
last column of the table reports the ratio 8, of the asymptotic rates of convergence, namely 
Obviously, when 6 > 1, the optimal 3-block EAGS is approximately S times asymptotically faster 
than the optimal 2-block SOR. 
Table 2 
a Optimal 2-block SOR Optimal 3-block EAGS 
Iterations CPU time (set) Iterations CPU time (set) 
1 * 815 3.9 
2 * 509 2.4 
4 945 4.6 317 1.5 
8 473 2.2 196 0.9 
16 237 1.2 120 0.5 
32 119 0.6 72 0.3 
64 60 0.2 42 0.2 
128 30 0.1 23 0.1 
256 16 0.1 15 0.0 
* = more than 1000 
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Two simple double precision FORTRAN77 codes were used to iterate with the optimal 
2-block SOR and the optimal 3-block EAGS methods, and the results are summarized in Table 
2. As a stopping criterion we used ]( x(“‘+‘) - xcrn) (1 o. < 10-4, while the maximum number of 
iterations is set to be 1000. 
5. Summary and comments 
Following the recent developments in the theory of convergence of the 2 and 3 block SOR 
methods, when they apply to the solution of large-scale least-squares problems, we posed the 
question if extrapolation techniques are able to accelerate the rate of convergence of the SOR 
methods. Since for the 2-block case the answer is negative, we turn attention to the 3-block case. 
Here we developed an efficient algorithmic procedure for the determination of the optimal 
extrapolation factor wb of the EAGS, when the acceleration factor Y of the AGS is fixed at its 
optimal value rb . (3) The optimal rate of convergence of the 3-block EAGS is then the same with 
the optimal rate of the 3-block ESOR ( w of SOR being fixed at its optimal value), as the 
extrapolation of the AGS and SOR (with different extrapolation factors) yields the AOR 
method. One can easily verify that the optimal 3-block EAGS is always asymptotically faster 
then the optimal 3-block SOR. The experimental comparison of the 3-block EAGS with the 
optimal 2-block SOR reveals that, in general, the two optimal schemes strongly compete, while, 
in certain classes of sparse least-squares problems, the 3-blocks EAGS converges substantially 
faster than the 2-block SOR. The numerical examples included demonstrate exactly this point. 
At this point we would like to conclude with the following two remarks: 
Remark 1. The algorithmic procedure we developed in this work may be seen as a starting point 
for developing new and more efficient algorithms to treat the extrapolation problem at least for 
general cyclic matrices. 
Remark 2. The nonparametric Generalized Conjugate Gradient (GCG) method appears as 
another attractive alternative to the parameterized schemes we have already discussed. Some 
interesting theoretical and computational results concerning the solution of sparse least-squares 
problems by the GCG method may be found in the recent works of [26-281. 
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